transformation of variables taken from singular perturbations may be applied to two-time-scale linear systems in state space form to reduce the system to block-diagonal form with slow and fast modes decoupled. The transformation is easily computed by applying the new "'Riccati Iteration." The iteration yields a solution to the nonsymmetric algebraic Riccati equation obtained by partitioning the original system matrix A. The numerical procedure is initiated with the trivial iterate Lo = 0, and is globally convergent to the desired unique time scale decoupling solution. After transformation, the decoupled system may be used in controller design to achieve exact closed-loop pole placement in the slow subsystem without altering the poles of the fast subsystem. The decoupled form may also be used to reduce system order by setting a small parameter to zero. Provided the fast subsystem is stable, the order reduction can be expected to yield a good approximation to the original system. These methods are demonstrated using the 16th order linear model of a turbofan engine.
INTRODUCTION
Large scale linear control systems are encountered frequently in engineering problems such as the design of high performance aircraft [I, 21, large space structures [3] , or power systems [4] . A recurring theme in such problems is the need to reduce the originally high order of the system to facilitate simulation, eigenanalysis, or control system design studies. The question of order reduction has been widely researched and many oider reduction schemes have been proposed [5, 6] . The method pr-esented here is related to the familiar eigenspace analysis of linear multivariable systems, but is particularly well suited to direct numerical implementation for large scale systems, and systems with "stiff" dynamics.
Consider the linear control system 
where x, u, and w are state, control, and output variables of dimension n, m, and 1, respectively. As proposed 5y Chow and Kokotovic [7] , system (1) will be classified as two-time-scale if the eigenvalue spectrum of the A matrix, represented as A(A), can be separated by absolute values into nonempty sets S and F with nl and nz = n -nl elements, respectively, such that lsil e\fjl for all si in S, and fj in F.
A naturally occurring system small parameter is the eigenvalue ratio
This parameter provides a measure of the system's time scale separation and identifies (1) as a singular perturbations problem. This particular small parameter was also proposed by Kelley [8] .
More refined partitioning of the spectrum h(A) yielding three or more time scales (i.e., eigenvalue groups) may also be considered with two or more small parameters analogous to (3). The technique described below may be applied repeatedly for such cases. Only the two-time-scale case will be considered here.
THE LK TRANSFORMATION
Such two-time-scale systems may be conveniently transformed into decoupled subsystems b'y a two. step transformation to new variables y = TzTlx = TX with
where the I are identity matrices of dimension n1 and n2. If the original system (1) is partitioned as where A,, is nl x nl, etc., then the new system defined by transformation (4) will be block-triangular provided the n2x nl matrix L satisfies the nonsymmetric algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) LA,, -A;?;?L -LA12L + A2, = 0.
If, in addition, the nl x n2 matrix K satisfies the Lyapunov equation
where &= All -A,*L, Atz = A,+ LA,*, then (7) is transformed to the block-diagonal form (10) where g3, = (I + KL)B, + KB2, l& = LB, + Bz. Such transformations have appeared in singular perturbations work [9, 10 , la] and were introduced into the controls literature by Kokotovic [12] . One attractive feature of the transformation T is that it is always nonsingular and has the explicit inverse
Since x is similar to matrix A, the eigenvalues of A become the eigenvalues of A,, and -
It is well known that ARE has many solutions [ 13, 14] . If we express the A matrix in spectral form as A = MJQs where M is a modal matrix, J is diagonal (assuming A nondefective), and Q = M-', then solutions to ARE can be expressed in terms of partitions of M. MJQ is partitioned conformably with (7) so that Mn, J,, and Q,, have dimensions nl x nl, etc. It can be shown by matrix algebra that L is a solution to ARE if and from here on it is assumed that L satisfies ARE and (12). The Lyapunov equation (9) will have a unique solution [15] provided A,, and Au have no common eigznvalues, which is guaranteed by (12) . The solution K of (9) can also be expressed in terms of the modal matrix M as One method of computing L is to compute nl eigenvectors spanning the eigenspace and apply (11) . However, as recently shown [13, 16] , L can be computed as the limit of the Riccati Iteration [18] algorithm Li+l= (AX + LiA12)-'(LiAII + Az~) initialized with Lo = 0 which is globally convergent to define the residual the desired decoupling L. If we then in the limit as i + m, Thus L is readily computed for strongly two-time-scale systems (i.e., those with very small p).
ORDER REDUCTION
The original system (1) can therefore be considered as the decoupled subsystems which model the system slow and fast dynamic parts, respectively.
The appropriate initial condition for (13a, b) is y(0) = TX(O). The decoupled form can yield a saving in simulation studies since only the fast subsystem (13b) need by integrated with a small time step. If the original system (1) is integrated directly, then one must treat the entire nth order system as fast to obtain accurate numerical solutions.
As noted above, order reduction is often required in the study of large scale systems, and this may be conveniently done using decoupled subsystems (13a, b). Using the spectral norm, we can write (13a, b) in the standard singularity perturbed form j, = any, + B,u 1132= &2Y2+B2u, (14) where & = p&2 and B 2 = &.
The zeroth order approximation to (14) obtained by setting the small parameter to zero is then If the fast subsystem (lab) has eigenvalues with large negative real part, i.e.,
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ReCfj) 4 -maxlsil for all fj in F, (16) then the nith order approximation x can be expected to yield a good approximation for x outside of an initial boundary layer where fast, stable dynamics may predominate. Note that if one is primarily interested in output variables w rather than state variables x, the reduced order model (%5) may be written in a compact matrix form similar to (1) . Transform and partition the output matrix as 
where
This order reduction method has been shown to compare favorably with other standard methods [17] .
POLE PLACEMENT
Dynamic systems are often modelled as linear control systems for the purpose of designing a feedback controller to achieve specific closed-loop eigenvalue locations. Through application of the IX transformation, an n-dimensional. eigenvalue placement problem can be reduced to separate eigenvalue placement problems of dimension nr and n2.
It is well known that if a constant linear control system is controllable, i.e., rank(B AB . * -AN-'B) = n,
then there exists at least one real m x n dimensional feedback matrix I-I such that the closed-loop eigenvalues given by h(A + BH)
can be placed arbitrarily (as long as complex eigenvalues appear in conjugate pairs). If the original system (1) is controllable, it can be shown by linear algebra that the slow and fast subsystems (13a, b) are also controllable. Transfer of observability from the original system to the decoupled subsystems follows by a dual argument. The design of a feedback matrix H to achieve a specific closed-loop eigenvalue location then follows directly. Suppose it is desired to relocate the nl slow open-loop eigenvalues S to n1 new eigenvalue locations S'. If one can find an m x nl feedback matrix fir which satisfies 
The appropriate gain matrix for the original system (1) is then given by
Thus, the block-decoupling transformation T can be used to exactly relocate both slow and fast eigenvalues via state feedback.
Many variations of this approach are possible to facilitate the feedback matrix design task. For example, by repeated application of the block-decoupling transformation, either of the decoupled subsystems (13a, b) could be further transformed into blockdiagonal form and a complete eigenvalue relocation could be achieved in three eonsecutive design steps analogous to the above two design steps (19) and (23). In many practical applications, the fast modes are all stable and well damped so only the slow eigenvalues need be relocated.
A TURBOFAN EXAMPLE
The example considered here is the 16th order model of a turbofan engine which was the theme problem for a recent conference on control of linear multivariable systems [l] . This model is the linearization of a detailed nonlinear simulation (at the sea level maximum nonafterburner thrust point), The state variables consist of shaft speeds, temperatures, and pressures; the five control inputs are fuel flow, nozzle area, two vane positions, and compressor bleed; and the five output variables are net thrust, total airflow, a temperature, and two stall margins. For nl = 15, 5, and 3, the resulting small parameters are 0.304, 0.371, and 0.383. Since these values are not particularly small relative to one, we might call this system weakly two-time-scale.
Selecting nl = 5, the L and K matrices were computed as described in Anderson [13] . The response of the full 16th order system and reduced 5th order system containing the slow dynamics are compared in Figs. l.and 2. The response of total thrust and fan speed to step inputs in fuel flow rate and inlet guide vane position demonstrate that good agreement is achieved between full and reduced order response except during an initial boundary layer transient where fast dynamics are significant. The response to a guide vane step input provides a severe test of the reduced order model since this control variable is located at the front of the engine and some time is required for its effects to propagate to the net thrust. Pole placement for this example was carried out with the goal of increasing the speed of the thrust response. Applying the methods of the previous section, the three slowest modes -0.65, -1.90, and -2.62 were relocated to approximately -6.6. Since there are five control inputs in this example and B, is nonsingular, it was possible to shift the above three poles and leave the eigenvectors of the slow subsystem unchanged. Let the slow subsystem have spectral form where Jr = diag(-0.65, -1.90, -2.62, -6.72 + j1.31). Then, the feedback matrix fil was chosen as 
CONCLUSIONS
A method of,tirne scale separation based on the block-decoupling LK transformation is proposed. Methods of applying this transformation to order reduction and pole placement design tasks are described and demonstrated for a turbofan engine example. As previously shown, the L and K matrices are easily computed for large scale systems, particularly those systems with large time scale separation and correspondingly small ~1.
